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ABSTRACT
Egodagamage, Ruwan Janapriya Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2017. A Collaborative Monocular Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Solution to
Generate a Semi-dense 3D Map. Major Professor: Mihran Tuceryan.
The utilization and generation of indoor maps are critical in accurate indoor tracking. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is one of the main techniques
used for such map generation. In SLAM, an agent generates a map of an unknown
environment while approximating its own location in it. The prevalence and aﬀordability of cameras encourage the use of Monocular Visual SLAM, where a camera
is the only sensing device for the SLAM process. In modern applications, multiple
mobile agents may be involved in the generation of indoor maps, thus requiring a distributed computational framework. Each agent generates its own local map, which
can then be combined with those of other agents into a map covering a larger area.
In doing so, they cover a given environment faster than a single agent. Furthermore,
they can interact with each other in the same environment, making this framework
more practical, especially for collaborative applications such as augmented reality.
One of the main challenges of collaborative SLAM is identifying overlapping maps,
especially when the relative starting positions of the agents are unknown. We propose a system comprised of multiple monocular agents with unknown relative starting
positions to generate a semi-dense global map of the environment.

1

1 INTRODUCTION
The utilization of indoor maps is critical to accurate indoor tracking when existing
infrastructures such as GPS do not work reliably. Therefore, generating such maps
for unknown environments with high accuracy becomes critical in the infrastructure
of indoor tracking. Furthermore, these maps may be generated partially by diﬀerent agents moving in and out of an environment, and unifying these independently
and partially generated maps into a single coherent, highly accurate global map is
crucial. The map generation and its utilization for localization can be done in many
diﬀerent modalities. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is one of the
main techniques for such map generation. In modern applications, multiple mobile
agents may be involved in the generation of such maps, thus requiring a distributed
computational framework.
SLAM is a problem that addresses the generation of a map in an environment and
the tracking of an agent in said environment. These two tasks are interconnected,
since an accurate map is necessary to localize the agent precisely, and only a correctly
localized agent can construct a good map. The SLAM problem is also known as the
Tracking and Mapping (TAM) problem.
Cameras are becoming a popular choice for SLAM, since they are ubiquitous in
smart devices. Furthermore, the smaller form factor and the lower cost of cameras
also contribute to this choice. When a camera is used as the input device, the process
is called Visual SLAM. For Visual SLAM, the cameras used fall into three main categories: monocular, stereo, and RGBD. Unlike monocular cameras, stereo and RGBD
cameras provide depth data in addition to image data to simplify the initialization
and the pose estimation process.
Visual SLAM uses either direct or feature-based methods. Direct methods work
on the intensity information of images without computing features, and generally
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produce denser maps. Dense maps may be more attractive in certain applications,
such as augmented reality, in which a user is interacting with the environment and
virtual objects in the environment. A dense map of the environment makes this
interaction as realistic and seamless as possible.
In Collaborative SLAM, multiple agents perform SLAM in an environment together. These agents, which are essentially cameras for the purposes of this thesis,
can enter and exit the environment at any time. If a preexisting map of the environment is available, the agents can utilize it to localize themselves in it. If an agent
moves in a part of the environment that is not already mapped, it can start building
the map and localize itself in it as part of the SLAM process. Each agent can do
this independently, however, when they are operating in a common environment, it
makes sense to use their locally built maps to complement each other. For instance,
they can complete and improve the global map while still helping each other in their
respective tasks.
Additionally, using multiple agents to perform SLAM increases the robustness of
SLAM process, which makes it more fault tolerant and less vulnerable to catastrophic
failures. One of the main challenges in distributed SLAM is to compute map overlaps,
especially when agents have no prior knowledge of their relative starting positions.
Usually, agents also have limited bandwidth to communicate with each other.
We propose a system for collaborative monocular visual SLAM agents with no
prior knowledge of their relative positions.

1.1 Thesis Statement
This research will investigate and provide a bundle adjustment based framework
for generating a semi-dense global map of the environment, using independently moving agents with cameras in an eﬀort to minimize uncertainty of the map, while maximizing the robustness of map generation process.
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1.2 Hypothesis
It is possible to generate an accurate and precise semi-dense global map by purely
distributed mobile agents with limited communication with each other, even when
mobile agents do not know their relative locations. By combining submaps generated
by each agent, a global map could be achieved in less time than an individual agent.

1.3 Contributions
Our approach is unique in the following.
• We propose a collaborative visual SLAM system for when the relative locations
of agents are unknown. We use a fusion agent which detects and combines overlapping maps of other agents. Furthermore, the fusion agent makes proper use
of limited bandwidth by restricting data transfer between agents to a minimum.
Moreover, the computational load is distributed among agents in a fair manner.
• We propose an experimental framework (architecture) for a collaborative monocular visual SLAM system. The framework provides the infrastructure required
for a collaborative SLAM system, allowing users to concentrate only on the
algorithms.
• We propose a quality measure to select the best keypoint detector and descriptor combination for a collaborative visual SLAM system. The quality measure
takes into account the precision of feature matching, size of the keypoint descriptor, location accuracy of feature matching, and the shape of the location
error distribution of feature matching.
• We propose a method to identify map overlaps by using ORB keypoint detectors and BRISK descriptors by matching, 3D points corresponding to salient
features, across a group of keyframes.
• We propose systems for generating collaborative monocular visual SLAM datasets.
These systems generate datasets having multiple monocular image sequences
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with ground truth. Most importantly, the ground truth information per dataset
has a common coordinate system, meaning relative transformations between sequences could be inferred.
• We provide three publicly available datasets for collaborative monocular visual
SLAM with ground truth.

1.4 Assumptions
The proposed collaborative monocular visual SLAM system can be used with
heterogeneous monocular agents under the following assumptions.
• The camera used in each agent is properly calibrated, meaning intrinsic parameters of the camera are known.
• The environment is static, meaning that it has constant lighting and has no
moving objects.
• The agents do not operate in an environment that leads to perceptual aliasing.

1.5 Organization
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. Chapter One presents the introduction
and contributions to this thesis. Chapter Two reviews the existing work referenced
in detail. Chapter Three describes the experimental framework that we used for the
development of the system. Chapter Four discusses the monocular SLAM approach
we used. Chapter Five discusses how map overlap is determined. Chapter Six shows
how collaborative SLAM is implemented. Chapter Seven discusses the experimental
results of our approach. Chapter Eight presents conclusions and some suggestions for
future work to improve our approach.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In a seminal paper Smith et al. [1] introduced a solution to the SLAM problem using
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF-SLAM). In their work, the extended Kalman ﬁlter is
used to estimate the posterior distribution over agent pose and landmark positions
incrementally. However, processing a covariance matrix is a signiﬁcant challenge as it
grows with the number of landmarks. The entire covariance matrix has to be updated
even when the system observes one landmark. This severely limits the number of
landmarks in EKF-SLAM, typically a few hundreds. Furthermore, EKF-SLAM has
Gaussian noise assumptions. FastSLAM by Montemerlo et al. [2] [3] addressed above
limitations using a Monte Carlo Sampling (particle ﬁlter) based approach. Most
importantly FastSLAM supported non-linear process models and non-Gaussian pose
distributions. In more recent work, FastSLAM by Cain et al. [4] uses a compressed
occupancy grid to reduce the data usage of each particle by 40%. Pei et al. [5] used
distributed unscented particle ﬁlter to avoid reconﬁguring the entire system during
vehicle state estimation. Martinez et al. in [6] proposed an Unscented Kalman Filter
based approach (UKF-SLAM) to support large scale environments.
Davison et al. [7] introduced MonoSLAM, a SLAM method of capturing the path
of a freely moving camera (6 Degrees of Freedom) while generating a sparse map.
This monocular visual SLAM method worked in a room-sized environment. The map
consisted of image patches representing features. Their solution was a combination of
EKF-SLAM for estimation and Particle Filtering (PF) for feature initialization. The
entire system is initialized by positioning the camera in front of a marker.
Klein et al. in [8] presented, Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM), one of
the most signiﬁcant solutions for visual SLAM. This robust SLAM solution mainly
focused on accurate and fast mapping in a similar environment to MonoSLAM. Its
implementation decoupled mapping and localization, into two threads. The front-end
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thread only performs pose estimation and feature tracking while the back-end thread
performed mapping and everything else, such as feature initialization and removing
unnecessary key frames. A set of sparse point features represented the map. The
system is initialized by moving the camera roughly 10 centimeters perpendicular to
the optical path. RANSAC [9] and 5 point algorithm [10] initialized the system.
A global Bundle Adjustment (BA) [11] with Levenberg-Marquardt optimization [10]
adjusted the pose of all keyframes. Furthermore, a local BA changed the pose of a
subset of keyframes, to allow a reasonable rate of exploration.
Although, MonoSLAM and PTAM address the same problem, PTAM used BA
in contrast to MonoSLAM’s incremental approach. BA is heavily used and proven
to work well for oﬄine Structure from Motion (SfM). Even though BA is relatively
computationally expensive, PTAM and other researchers recently adopted BA for
many real-time monocular visual SLAM solutions. Strasdat’s analysis in [12] showed,
increasing the number of image features acquired per frame is more beneﬁcial than
incorporating information from increased number of closely placed camera frames.
They argue that the former increases the accuracy of the motion estimation and a
better map estimation for a given computational budget. Their analysis hence favors bundle adjustment techniques over incremental methods for accurate monocular
visual SLAM. Moreover, BA helps to increase the number of features on the map,
leading to denser maps.
Scale drift is one of the biggest challenges in monocular visual SLAM. Strasdat et
al. [13] introduced a pose-graph optimization technique that corrects the scale drift
at loop closures. Their method handled large looped trajectories well.
The work by DTAM by Newcombe et al. [14] and LSD-SLAM by Engel et al. [15]
[16] utilize image pixel intensities directly instead of computed features for SLAM.
Their systems generate dense or semi-dense maps of the environment. Furthermore,
these direct methods are more robust to motion blur of images.
During the SLAM process, an agent might revisit the same location in multiple
instances. Error accumulation can lead this to go unnoticed. The solution for this
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problem is referred as loop closing. This could be done using appearance based
image-to-image, map-to-map or map-to-image matching approaches. The survey from
Williams et al. [17] concludes with positive remarks on map-to-image approaches.

2.1 Collaborative SLAM
One of the challenges in generating a globally consistent map is identifying map
overlaps of agents. It is relatively easier to determine map overlaps if all of the
agent relative poses are known at all times. For example, Nettleton et al. [18] used
global positioning sensors (GPS) to detect agent locations. When the agent position
is known, it is only a matter of doing a proximity check between agent trajectories
to detect their map overlaps. However, location sensors like GPS are not always
available, and they do not do well in indoors, nor in underwater vehicles.
The relative transformations between coordinate systems of agent maps can be
computed if the starting position of each agent is known. Paull et al. [19] initialized
all agents from known locations. Next, agents performed SLAM and estimated their
new locations, while at the same time communicating their locations to each other.
Given that the agents already knew the transformation between their maps, they were
able to easily determine map overlaps, similar to the case in having location sensors.
When these agent relative locations are unknown, the collaborative SLAM problem becomes more challenging. In some contributions, agents continued to build local
maps until they saw each other. Howard et al. [20] proposes a method in which each
agent would be able to detect other agents. Agents use these coincidental encounters
to ﬁnd their relative locations. Dieter Fox et al. in [21] presents a method where each
agent is actively seeking other agents in the environment to ﬁnd relative locations
between them. These methods either require special sensors to be seen by each other
or to actively seek each other.
Some methods heavily depend on a central node. Zou et al. in [22] allowed cameras
to move independently in a dynamic environment. However, all of their cameras were
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initialized from the same scene and connected to the same computer. Although their
cameras were distributed, all frames were processed at the same time in their SLAM
process. This tightly couples agents, since agents do not posses any knowledge of the
environment individually.
The multi-agent system by Forster et al. in [23] used a centralized ground station
for mapping, loop-closure detection, and map merging. However, relying on a central
agent is highly prone to failures, especially when the central node fails.
In [24], agents used a master-slave approach where the slave is always in the master
agent’s map to maintain a map overlap. Their method restricts the free movement of
the slave agent.
Williams et al. in [25] [26] introduced a method to construct a global map from
a multi-agent system using a Constrained Local Submap Filter (CLSF). In their
method, overlaps between the local and global maps are determined using a Maximal
Common Subgraph (MCS) method. King Ho et al. in [27] uses a visual similarity
matrix to determine relative agent locations. A subsequence of visually similar images
are detected from the images captured in each agent. Cunningham et al. in [28] [29]
formulates the collaborative SLAM problem using a graphical model. In their fully
decentralized system, each agent maintained a consistent local map, augmented with
information shared in a neighborhood of agents. In [30], authors proposed a fully
distributed solution for the data association problem.
In the system proposed in [30], local feature matches are propagated through the
low-bandwidth communication network. This method helps agents to ﬁnd global
correspondences with other agents with no direct connections. Work done in [18]
discusses about most informative features to transmit, to reduce bandwidth requirements.
Our proposed system performs collaborative SLAM with no knowledge of the
initial agent locations. Furthermore, the agents do not get their location directly
from sensors like GPS. Instead, they estimate the location using a visual SLAM
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process. Moreover, the system does not rely on a central agent, but rather a network
of monitoring agents that look for map overlaps of SLAM agents.
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3 AN EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK FOR COLLABORATIVE
MONOCULAR SLAM
While developing a collaborative monocular visual SLAM framework, we found the
importance of having an experimental framework. We identiﬁed the following requirements in such framework:
• Simulate multiple agents running on diﬀerent machines.
• Simulate communication between agents.
• Simulate agent and communication failures.
According to our requirements, we developed an experimental framework that runs
on a single machine. It contains a network of virtual machines. The collaborative
monocular visual SLAM system can deploy nodes in each virtual machine. We used
the Robot Operating System (ROS) [31] as the communication infrastructure. We
used VirtualBox [32] virtualization software for virtual machines.

3.1 A Brief Overview of the Robot Operating System (ROS)
ROS is an open-source collection of tools and libraries mainly supporting the
research and development in robotics. It supports a distributed framework of nodes.
A node in ROS is responsible of performing computations. ROS also provides a
message passing communication framework between nodes. A single project could
consist of multiple ROS nodes. For example, there could be a node to acquire sensor
data, a second node to process it, and another to visualize the results.
In its communication framework, ROS provides named asynchronous communication buses called topics. Multiple nodes can publish messages to a topic while
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multiple subscribed nodes could receive them. Based on the requirement, ROS could
either use UDP or TCP for message passing. In addition to that ROS allows remote
procedure calls (RPC) between nodes. These are called ROS services. During a
service call, a node sends a request message and waits for a response.
ROS consists of a master server to list all available topics of a system. After
identifying providers and subscribers of a topic by communicating with master server,
ROS nodes can communicate with each other via topics.

3.2 Monocular Visual SLAM System
To test our framework initially, we developed a collaborative SLAM system based
on [15]. It contains two nodes. The ﬁrst node: exploring node receives camera frames
via ROS topic /image. The exploring node node generate keyframes and a pose
graph after performing its SLAM operation. Results are made available via ROS topics /cv slam/graph and /cv slam/keyf rames. The second node monitoring node
displays resultant point cloud by listening to these topics.

3.3 Network Conﬁguration
The distributed framework needs to support free ﬂow of information between
nodes. For that, we conﬁgured virtual machines with the options provided by VirtualBox virtualisation software.
As shown in Figure 3.1, each virtual machines are conﬁgured to contain 2 network
adapters.
• First network adapter operates in host-only mode. This host-only network
allows the host computer to communicate with each virtual machine. Furthermore, it allows virtual machines to communicate with each other. A static IP
address is provided to each network interface.
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Figure 3.1.: Communication network using two types of network interfaces.

• The second network adapter operate in NAT mode. This NAT network allows
virtual machines to access the network beyond the host machine.

3.4 SLAM Nodes
Each node is deployed in a VirtualBox virtual machine having Ubuntu as the
operating system. The exploring node node is deployed in each virtual machine.
Each machine is given a unique host name as well.
ROS master is deployed in the host machine where all virtual machines are deployed. To use remote ROS master, each virtual machine has to be conﬁgured as
shown in Listing 3.1. In this example, the host machine has a virtual network adapter
conﬁgured with IP address 10.1.2.2
Next monitoring node node is deployed in the host machine and successfully
received topic data from each exploring node node deployed in diﬀerent virtual ma-
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chines. Furthermore, monitoring node is deployed in a virtual machine, and successfully received topic data from a exploring node node deployed in a virtual machine.

3.5 Multiple Instances of the Same ROS Node
For a collaborative SLAM system containing multiple instances of a ROS node,
we need to ﬁnd a way to uniquely identify each node’s topics. For example, exploring
node publishes messages to /cv slam/graph topic. If we have two instances, namely A
and B, we would like to see these topics as /A/cv slam/graph and /B/cv slam/graph.
In this way, node A could listen to topic /B/cv slam/graph and node B could listen
to topic /A/cv slam/graph.
Fortunately, ROS provides a way to remap a topic to a diﬀerent name. We
use roslaunch, a tool designed launch ROS nodes with a set of given parameters.
roslaunch can read environment variables, hence we set following environment variables before calling the roslaunch tool.
We conﬁgure the slam.launch ﬁle for topic remapping as shown in Listing 3.2 The
launch ﬁle remap topics /cv slam/graph & /cv slam/keyf rames/ to /c3po/graph &
/c3po/keyf rames respectively. Now the node r2d2 can listen to the topic /c3po/graph
and c3po can listen to the topic /r2d2/graph.
Listing 3.1: Bash script to set up environment variables
export ROS_HOSTNAME=c3po
export ROS_IP=10.1.2.3
export ROS_MASTER_URI=http://10.1.2.2:11311
export SLAM_NODE=c3po
roslaunch slam.launch
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Listing 3.2: ROS node launch script
<launch>
<node pkg="exploring_node"
type="slam"
name="slam_$(env SLAM_NODE)"
args="image:=/image_raw
camera_info:=/camera_info"
output="screen">
<remap from="/cv_slam/graph"
to="/$(env SLAM_NODE)/graph" />
<remap from="/cv_slam/keyframes"
to="/$(env SLAM_NODE)/keyframes" />
</node>
</launch>

3.6 Network Statistics
Distributed SLAM could easily reach the bandwidth limit of the network, specially,
if nodes transfer map data between each other for fusion. We could generate statistics
of our system’s bandwidth utilization and accordingly do necessary changes. Given
each node’s output topics are now uniquely deﬁned with its name as a preﬁx, we use
ROS Topic Statistics to generate statistics per node. In addition to that, topic
statistics could measure, number of dropped messages, mean & standard deviation of
the age of messages, and period of messages by all providers.
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4 MONOCULAR VISUAL SLAM
By looking at recent work on monocular visual SLAM, we can observe two major
approaches to Monocular SLAM: direct methods and feature-based methods. The
former operates directly on the intensities of an image compared to the latter that
uses only a sparse subset of features extracted from the image. Sparse methods
have the advantage of utilizing robust feature detectors and descriptors, that can
even be used to ﬁnd the transformation between image frames corresponding to a
large movement (wider baseline). In contrast, dense methods work better for smaller
movements (narrower baseline). Typically, a higher framerate camera is required
for the operation of direct methods. However, given that the direct methods work
directly on the intensities, they generate dense maps even in regions where the change
in intensities is much more gradual and, therefore, typically they will not be detected
as features. Furthermore, they work well even when the image frame is blurred due to
lack of focus or motion. The photometric error computation used in dense methods
takes more processing time than sparse methods as due to warping and integrating
of large image regions.
Many promising direct methods are proposed recently such as DTAM [14] and
LSD-SLAM [15]. For our work, we adapted the latter, and in this chapter, we summarize its method and the changes we’ve made to it. For more information, we
recommend referring to [15] and [16].

4.1 Map Representation
As shown in Figure 4.1, the exploring node maintains a map of the environment
using multiple keyframes and a pose graph.
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Figure 4.1.: Pose graph with keyframes and similarity transform constraints.

4.1.1 Keyframes
The ith keyframe, Ki consists of an absolute pose ξ W i ∈ R7 , an image Ii , an
inverse depth map Di , and an inverse depth variance map Vi . The absolute pose
is encoded with a translation, along with orientation and scale parameters using a
quaternion.
ξ is a minimal representation of similarity transformation M = [ sR | t ]3×4 where
R, t and s are a rotation matrix, a translation matrix and a scale factor respectively.

4.1.2 Pose Graph
Pose graph edges εji contain similarity transformations ξji and Σji constraints.
Here ξ ji ∈ R7 , Σji are relative pose transformations, and corresponding covariance
matrix between ith and j th the keyframes respectively.

s.qx s.qy s.qz s.qw tx

ty

tz

Figure 4.2.: Components of ξ ji .

Both absolute pose ξW i and similarity transformation ξji are encoded with a
translation and orientation with scale using a quaternion. Components, scale s, normalized quaternion q = hqw , qx , qy , qz i and translation t = htx , ty , tz i are represented
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in 7 ﬂoating point values as shown in Figure 4.2. The scale could always be derived
by taking the magnitude of the ﬁrst 4 elements.

4.2 Tracking
The relative 3D pose ξ 0 ∈ R6 of current image(frame) with respect to current
keyframe, Kref = (Iref , Dref , Vref ) is computed by Gauss-Newton minimization of
the photometric error.
ξ 0 = argmin
ξ

X
i

(Iref (pi ) − Icurr (ω(pi , Dref (pi ), ξ)))2

(4.1)

The projective warp function ω(pi , Dref (pi ), ξ) transforms the pixel pi = (px , py )T
from normalized keyframe to normalized current image plane (frame). Last tracked
frame’s pose is used as the initial value for the current frame pose. To calculate the
similarity transformation, apart from minimizing the photometric residual (Iref (pi ) −

Icurr (ω(pi , Dref (pi ), ξ)), a depth residual (p0z − Dcurr (p0i )) is also considered in the

minimization. p0i = (px0 , py0 , pz0 )T is the warped version of the pixel pi using the

projective warp function.

4.3 Mapping
The SLAM process simultaneously tracks the camera against the current keyframe
Ki and reﬁnes its Di and Vi based on its new observations. Once the current keyframe
signiﬁcantly deviates, in distance, orientation, or both from the Ki , either a new
keyframe is created or, if available, an existing keyframe is selected from the map. If
a new keyframe is created, old keyframe’s points are projected to create the depth
map of the new keyframe. The previous keyframe is inserted into the pose graph.
The pose graph is continuously optimized in the background. The very ﬁrst keyframe
is created from the ﬁrst frame with a random depth map and having large variance.
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In our proposed method, we detect ORB [33] features and compute BRISK [34]
descriptors for every new keyframe (see Chapter 5).

4.4 Map Optimization
The map is optimized using pose graph optimization. Nodes of the graph are
keyframes. Constraint edges are similarity transformations (represented by ξji ). The
following error function is minimized,
E(ξ W 1 ..ξ W n ) :=

X

−1
T −1
(ξ ji ξ −1
W i ξ W j ) Σji (ξ ji ξ W i ξ W j )

(4.2)

(ξji ,Σji )∈ε

Here W deﬁnes the world frame. The ε corresponds to all the edges in the pose graph.

4.5 Loop Closure
When an agent revisits a past location after exploring the environment for a while,
“loop closure” occurs. Detection and correction of loop closure helps the agent to
reduce its uncertainty of both localization and mapping. The original work detected
loop closures locally using an appearance based method [35]. In our proposed method,
we used a distributed method to detect loop closure as explained in Chapter 6.
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5 MAP OVERLAP DETECTION

5.1 Determining Overlap Between Two Maps
Figure 5.1 is a ﬂowchart that describes the how overlap between two maps are determined. As discussed in Chapter 4 the maps used in our system is represented using a
set of keyframes and a pose graph. The ith keyframe, Ki consists of an absolute pose
ξ W i , an image Ii , an inverse depth map Di , an inverse depth variance map Vi and a
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Figure 5.1.: Determining overlap between two maps.
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list of features Fi . To determine the saliency of a feature, ﬁrst, each feature in Fi is
ﬁltered for its Vi (xp ), where xp is the location of the feature was detected.
The pth feature in Ki should satisfy,
Vi (xp ) < tDi (xp )2

(5.1)

Where t is a threshold computed empirically. We experimented with diﬀerent
values for t to minimize the number of features exchanged, while still achieving suﬃcient map overlap detection. We found 0.001 to be a good value for with satisfactory
results. The z component of the xp is populated using Di (xp ). Next, we compute the
descriptor dp for each salient feature and store them inside the keyframe.
Next we look for matches for each descriptor in a descriptor database. The aforementioned database is built incrementally from all salient features the system has
encountered so far. Each entry in the database has information about the descriptor
and the identiﬁer of the keyframe to which it belongs. As described in Chapter 6
the identiﬁer encodes information about the map to which the keyframe belongs. If
a match is found, it is reported to a graph called the Fusion Graph.
The Fusion Graph is a graph which is maintained in order to look for overlapping
maps. It is explained in more detail in Chapter 6. An edge of the graph contains
all pairs of matching keypoints across the two nodes corresponding to two diﬀerent
maps. If the number of keypoint pairs exceeds a threshold m, we investigate potential
map overlap between those two maps. These keypoint pairs are shown in Figure 5.2.
As shown in the ﬁgure, the keypoint pairs may belong to many keyframes.
To calculate the map overlap all 3D points are converted into the map coordinate
system using Equation 5.2.
x0p = M W i xp

(5.2)

where M W i is the corresponding similarity transformation matrix of ξ W i .
In our RANSAC implementation, four keypoint pairs are randomly selected and
we use Arun’s closed form solution [36] to compute rigid body transformation ξ Wr Ws
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Figure 5.2.: Matching keypoint pairs across two sets of keyframes belong to two
diﬀerent maps.

between coordinate systems of r and s maps. Next, we compute the inlier percentage
considering all keypoint pairs for the current rigid body transformation. If the inlier
percentage is greater than a threshold p, we conclude that there is a map overlap
and we reﬁne the transformation by computing the transformation using all inlier
keypoint pairs. During map merging, maps exchange keyframes with each other. For
example, absolute pose of all the keyframes from the map s will be updated to the
coordinate system of r using following equation. Next, these keyframes are inserted
into the map of r.

ξ Wr i = ξ Wr Ws ξ Ws i

(5.3)

Given that we do not limit ourselves to only two keyframes and we use two groups
of keyframes, we minimize feature occlusion issues.
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With our map overlap detection in place, we wanted to select the best featuredetector/descriptor combination that yields the best results. We have done an experimental analysis on state-of-the-art feature detectors and descriptors as described
in following sections. We considered several factors including precision of matching,
keypoint position accuracy, size of the descriptor, etc. As a result of this analysis we
use ORB [33] feature detector and BRISK [34] descriptor in our system. We computed features only for the keyframes, the added computational cost that resulted
did not adversely aﬀect the real-time performance.

5.2 Image Features
In various computer vision applications like image registration, classiﬁcation, object recognition and 3D reconstruction, feature detection, description and matching
play a pivotal role. Especially in many SLAM approaches, it has been used to detect
loop closures or to recover from tracking failures by recognizing a place that is revisited. In our collaborative monocular SLAM system, we use ORB features to detect
map overlaps across multiple agents.
According to Wikipedia [37], an image feature can be described as a piece of
information from an image that can be used to solve a computational task in the
context of computer vision or image processing. Notably, in diﬀerent images of the
same scene, we would like to detect the same feature repeatedly, irrespective of the
diﬀerence in viewing angle, zoom level or lighting conditions. Other desired properties of features include localization accuracy, robustness, and eﬃciency of computing
them. The process starts by ﬁrst detecting and localizing features called keypoints
of an image. These may correspond to a corner, blob or region. Once identiﬁed, the
image properties around that keypoint (feature region) are described using a robust
feature vector or descriptor.
We performed a comprehensive analysis of diﬀerent combinations of state of the
art feature detectors and feature descriptors for the task of matching. We propose
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a quality measure to select a suitable feature descriptor combination to use for the
map overlap detection in the collaborative monocular visual SLAM system.

5.3 Keypoint Detection
We considered eight state of the art feature detectors for our analysis. A summary
of their approach is provided in the following sections.

5.3.1 Harris Corner Detector
In essence, Harris corner detector method by Chris Harris & Mike Stephens [38]
displaces a patch of an image to measure intensity diﬀerences. A corner is detected
if these diﬀerences are signiﬁcant enough in displacements of all directions. Say the
S(u, v) is the intensity diﬀerence for the displacement of (u, v), it is given by,
S(u, v) =

XX
x

y

w(x, y)[I(x + u, y + v) − I(x, y)]2

(5.4)

Where I represents the intensity at given pixel and w is the rectangular or Gaussian
window function with weights for each corresponding pixel. Points having maximum
S(u, v) are considered as corner points. Using Taylor expansion authors derived a
ﬁnal equation,

 
T
S(u, v) ≈ u v M u v
where

⎡
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)

2

∂I ∂I
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(5.5)
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∂I ∂I
∂x ∂y ⎦
∂I 2
( ∂y
)

(5.6)

Harris method then uses a score R to determine whether the window contains a
corner. If eigenvalues of M are α and β the score is given by,
R = det(M ) − k(trace(M ))2

(5.7)
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where det(M ) = αβ and trace(M ) = α + β. Depending on whether |R| is small,
R < 0 or R is large respectively a ﬂat region, an edge or a corner is concluded.

5.3.2 Shi Tomasi Good Features to Track (GFTT)
J. Shi and C. Tomasi in [39] introduced a modiﬁed version of Harris detector called
Good Features to Track. In their method, they found corners by using a diﬀerent
score R = min(α, β) and when it is greater than a threshold. Here α and β are eigen
values of the matrix M .

5.3.3 Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) Detector
FAST [40] [41] is a feature detection method to detect image corners. It considers
16 neighboring pixels along a radius 3 Bresenham circle [42] around a given pixel.
These pixels are numbered from 1 to 16 clockwise. It marks a pixel p as a corner if
there are N contiguous pixels each having intensity I higher (I > Ip + t) or lower
(I < Ip − t) than a threshold t. N was chosen to be 12. It further improves its
detection speed by using a high-speed test to reject non-corners by examining pixels
1, 9, 5 and 13. However, the high-speed test does not work well when N < 12. In their
second version based on a machine learning approach, they used ID3 [43] algorithm
to create a decision tree to replace the original high-speed test. Detecting multiple
adjacent points as features is avoided by using non-maximal suppression.

5.3.4 Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
SIFT keypoint detection by Lowe [44] has two signiﬁcant steps. The ﬁrst step is
scale-space extrema detection. Aforementioned is produced by ﬁrst computing Diﬀerence of Gaussian (DoG) of a sequence of smoothed and resampled images at diﬀerent
scales and then ﬁnding the local extrema of the DoGs. The local maxima or minima
is found by comparing eight neighboring pixels at the same scale and eighteen neigh-
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boring pixels of neighboring scales. The second step is to localize the keypoint with
sub-pixel accuracy. Sub-pixel accuracy is achieved by ﬁnding the extrema position of
an approximated scale-space function around candidate pixel using quadratic Taylor
expansion. Localization step also eliminates unstable keypoints. Low contrast keypoints are discarded employing a predeﬁned threshold since those points are mostly
aﬀected by noise. Keypoints along edges are also removed by considering the Hessian
matrix when the ratio of principal curvatures is below some predeﬁned threshold.

5.3.5 Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)
SURF feature detection by Bay et al. [45] follows similar steps to SIFT. Instead
of computing DoGs, SURF performs cascading Gaussian ﬁltering of the image using
square ﬁlters. By using integral images and approximated kernels, this process is
speeded up. To ﬁnd interest points, SURF uses a Hessian-based blob detector. The
determinant of the Hessian matrix is used as a measure of regional change around
the point area. Interest points are selected using the non-maximal suppression across
scale-space.

5.3.6 Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK)
BRISK by Leutenegger et al. [34] is based on FAST detector. As any other
high-quality feature detectors, BRISK uses scale-space. In their approach, they use
n octaves and n intra-octaves. These octaves are generated by downsampling the
original image. Typically n is selected as 4. By using a FAST detector at each octave,
it detects keypoint candidates. Next, it does a non-maximal suppression in scalespace, followed by sub-pixel and continuous scale reﬁnement to generate keypoints.
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5.3.7 Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB)
ORB by Rublee et al. [33] uses modiﬁed versions of a FAST as its feature detector.
It creates a scale pyramid of the image and ﬁnds FAST features at each scale to
support scale invariance. Subpixel accurate location is found using intensity centroid.
Upon receiving the number of requested features N , ORB uses the Harris corner
measure to sort features and select the top N keypoints.

5.3.8 Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER)
MSER by Matas et al. [46] is a blob detector. Its approach is to ﬁnd connected
components that are stable across a range of intensity thresholds. MSER selects
a threshold t and divides image pixels into two groups. By analyzing connected
components in each group and determining how stable the area of these components
for varying t. The regions that demonstrate least change for a range of ts is referred
as maximal stable MSER regions.

5.4 Extracting Descriptors
To create a description of a keypoint that is invariant to transformation and
noise is a challenging task. Lowe introduced SIFT [44], one of the most popular
descriptor, which performs well in most applications. SURF descriptor by Bay et
al. [45] is another descriptor with comparable performance to SIFT but has much
faster computational time. Each of these descriptors contains a sequence of ﬂoating
point numbers that are matched using Euclidean distance. But, this has a high
computational cost.
Alternative descriptors that use bit sequences as descriptors have been proposed
primarily to be used on mobile platforms with limited resources. The main advantage
of these binary descriptors is the fact that feature matching could be performed faster
just by computing the Hamming distance. Recent studies show binary descriptors
are comparable in their performance with their ﬂoating point counterparts. All de-
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scriptors we used in our analysis are given below with a brief introduction to their
operation.

5.4.1 SIFT Descriptor
For every keypoint SIFT calculates an orientation at the corresponding scale. This
is done by forming a thirty-six bin orientation histogram within the neighboring region of the keypoint. Orientation corresponds to the highest peak of the histogram is
considered as the orientation of the keypoint. If there are multiple histogram peaks
within 80% of the highest peak, multiple descriptors are created for the same point
location on the same scale. Next, a 16x16 oriented region based on the orientation of
the keypoint is selected around the keypoint. This region is divided into 4x4 subregions containing 4x4 pixels. Orientation histogram containing eight bins is computed
for Each 4x4 pixel region. After a normalization step, SIFT generates a vector having 128 ﬂoating point elements as the descriptor. These descriptors are found to be
highly distinctive and robust even though the computational cost for generating them
is high.

5.4.2 SURF Descriptor
The SURF descriptor is based on Haar wavelet responses. First, the orientation
of each keypoint is computed by calculating Haar responses along x and y inside a
circular region of 6s, where s is the scale. The computational cost of this operation
is greatly reduced by using integral images. The dominant orientation is used as the
orientation of the keypoint. Next, a region of 20s is centered and aligned with the
keypoint orientation. This region is further divided into 4x4 subregions. Haar wavelet
responses for 5x5 sample points inside these subregions are considered to compute
P
P
P
P
a four-dimensional vector, v = { dx, |dx|, dy, |dy|}. After normalization,
each keypoint is described using a vector of 64 ﬂoating point elements as a descriptor.
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5.4.3 BRISK Descriptor
The BRISK descriptor [34] is a binary sequence of simple brightness comparison
test results. BRISK uses a sampling pattern of N points positioned equally spaced on
concentric circles. By comparing smoothened intensities (based on the scale), between
all possible combinations of these points, BRISK estimates a local gradient for each
point pair. The ﬁnal keypoint gradient (gx , gy ) is computed by taking into account
only long-distance point pairs. In their implementation they used N = 60. Next,
the sample pattern is rotated by α = arctan2(gy , gx ) to align with the gradient of
the keypoint. The descriptor is then created by performing 512 smoothened intensity
comparisons of short distance pairs. Each bit is set to 1 if the smoothened intensity
of the ﬁrst point is higher than the second and 0 otherwise.

5.4.4 ORB Descriptor
In ORB [33], the orientation of the keypoint is found by computing the corner
orientation using patch moments. ORB introduced rBRIEF, which is rotation invariant BRIEF descriptor. The BRIEF descriptor generated using a sequence of binary
results from intensity comparisons of points within an image patch. Authors ﬁrst
introduced a steered version of the BRIEF in which the patch is oriented based on
the keypoint orientation. Next, they derived rBRIEF from steered BRIEF, where
they selected a subset of 256 binary tests. The selection criteria were to pick tests
having a high variance and being uncorrelated.

5.4.5 FREAK Descriptor
FREAK [47] authors claim that their descriptor mimics the human retina to extract information from images. They use a retinal sampling pattern, which is similar
to the BRISK sampling pattern but has a higher density towards the center. The density towards the center increases exponentially. Furthermore, in contrast to BRISK,
circular regions (receptive ﬁelds) in FREAK are overlapping. The orientation of a
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keypoint is computed similar to BRISK using local gradients. Similar to ORB a sequence of tests, between a pair of receptive ﬁelds, selected from a training dataset to
create a 512 element binary descriptor. The initial 16 bytes of the descriptor contains coarse information mimicking the human eye movements called saccades. The
authors claim over 90% of candidates could be discarded just by checking the ﬁrst 16
bytes.

5.5 Summary of Detectors and Descriptors
The Table 5.1 summarizes the detectors considered in our study. Even though the
original MSER detector does not use scale space as do the other methods, it detects
both smaller and larger blobs. Work by Forssen et al. [48] provided a scale-invariant
version of the MSER detector and a descriptor that works in scale space.
Table 5.1.: Keypoint detectors
Name
HARRIS
GFTT
FAST
SIFT
SURF
ORB
BRISK
MSER

Scale Invariance
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes1

Type
Corner
Corner
Corner
Corner
Corner
Corner
Corner
Blob

The Table 5.2 provides a summary of descriptors considered in our study. Relatively new binary descriptors like BRISK, FREAK, and ORB are smaller in size and
faster in detecting matches.
1

Although MSER algorithm does not use scale space as the other methods, it still can detect both
smaller and larger sized blobs.
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Table 5.2.: Keypoint descriptors
Name
SIFT
SURF
BRISK
FREAK
ORB

Type
Float
Float
Binary
Binary
Binary

Elements
128
64
512
512
256

Size
512 Bytes
256 Bytes
64 Bytes
64 Bytes
32 Bytes

5.6 Datasets
For our study and the analysis described below, we used the Oxford aﬃne covariant
regions dataset [49].

5.6.1 Oxford Aﬃne Covariant Regions Dataset
The Oxford dataset [49] contains eight sets of images evaluating ﬁve diﬀerent
imaging conditions, namely viewpoint, scale, blur, illumination and JPEG compression. Each image set contains a reference image and ﬁve other images that are related
by homographies to the reference image. All ﬁve homography matrices are provided
by the dataset. In our study, we focused mainly on a change in viewpoint, scale, blur,
and illumination, hence the JPEG compression dataset was not considered.

5.7 Analysis
We then performed feature detection, description, and matching between the reference image and the other images of the Oxford datasets. Homography matrices are
used as the ground truth to compute the precision of matching. A match is considered
a good match only when the detected corresponding point is within the 5-pixel radius
from the homography-estimated point position.
The Figure 5.3 shows the overall precision result for diﬀerent keypoint detector
and descriptor combinations. The size of the marker corresponds to the number of
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correct matches found. The color represents the time it took to detect and describe
all features.
To investigate how each keypoint detector and descriptor combination behaves in
diﬀerent imaging conditions, we computed the precision for all sets of images. We
report the result of bark and boat image sets that contain varying scale in Figure 5.4.
The scale changes are categorized as lowest, low, medium, high and highest scale
groups. From the chart, we can see the combinations (ORB, BRISK), (ORB, SURF),
(SIFT, SIFT) and (ORB, ORB) perform better than the rest, regarding the overall
precision of all diﬀerent scale values. Similarly, Figure 5.5 contains the result of image
sets, graf and wall which correspond to viewpoint changes. The result for imaging
condition blur, the image sets bikes and trees are shown in Figure 5.6. Similarly,
Figure 5.7 shows the result of leuven image set, which has images with changing
illumination. As expected, the precision decreases when we increasingly vary the
imaging condition.

5.7.1 Factors for Finding the Best Keypoint Detector and Descriptor Combination
In our collaborative monocular visual SLAM system, we want to compare a given
descriptor with already existing descriptors in a database. Our goal is to ﬁnd the
best keypoint detector and descriptor combination for our system. We considered the
following factors.
• Precision change with the changes in zoom, viewpoint angle, blur and illumination. A good combination would roughly maintain its precision with changing
imaging conditions. For example, in Figure 5.4 the (SIFT, SIFT) combination
dropped its precision from 0.8 to 0.75 as zoom changed from lowest to low.
However, in the case of (FAST, SIFT) the precision is dropped from 0.9 to 0.0.
The latter case has a drastic change in precision.
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Figure 5.3.: Precision vs detector-descriptor combinations. Number of keypoints generated are encoded in size of the marker
and time to generate keypoints and descriptors are encoded in color.

Figure 5.4.: Changing scale using camera zoom.
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Figure 5.5.: Changing viewing angle of camera.
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Figure 5.6.: Changing blur using camera focus.
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Figure 5.7.: Changing illumination using camera aperture.
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• Higher precision numbers. Apart from maintaining its precision under varying
imaging conditions, we would like to have the precision numbers as close to 1
as possible.
• Size of the descriptor. Our system transfers descriptor data across the network.
For a given set of keypoints, a smaller descriptor is favorable than a larger one,
as it reduces the amount of data the system has to transfer.
• Location accuracy. The distance distribution between the estimated and real location of matching keypoints should have its peak located closer to the distance
of 0.
• The shape of the distance distribution. We would like the distribution to have
lighter tails, meaning it should have a very little number of outliers.

5.7.2 The Quality Measure for Keypoint Detector and Descriptor Combination
To come up with a quality measure for keypoint detector and descriptor combination, we used the following parameters.
• Precision average (p). For imaging conditions, zoom, viewpoint angle, blur and
illumination, we separately computed the average precision. This relates to the
ﬁrst two precision related factors mentioned in Section 5.7.1. We would like p
to be higher.
• Normalized size of the descriptor (d). We normalize the descriptor size by
dividing the descriptor size by 512. As shown in the Table 5.2 descriptor sizes
vary from 32 Bytes to 512 Bytes. Thus descriptors ORB, BRISK, FREAK,
SURF and SIFT get 0.0625, 0.125, 0.125, 0.5 and 1 respectively. We would like
d to be lower.
• Mode of the distance distribution (m). As we want our location accuracy to be
higher, we expect the mode of the distribution to be closer to zero.
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• Kurtosis of the distance distribution (k). Kurtosis of a distribution indicates
whether data has a higher or a lower number of outliers. If the Kurtosis is high,
the distribution is heavy-tailed and has more outliers. Hence, we would like k
to be smaller.
Considering above parameters, the quality measure qi for imaging condition i is
considered to be given by,

pe1−m
qi =
1 + f (α + k)

(5.8)

here α is a constant bias so that α = 3 and f (x) is the sigmoid function given by,

f (x) =

1
1 + e−x/10

(5.9)

The overall quality is given by,
n
P

q=

γi qi

i=1

β+d

(5.10)

Here γi are constants computed empirically to represent the importance of supporting
corresponding imaging condition. As we are considering only four diﬀerent imaging
conditions n has the value four. The maximum possible value for the quality measure
P
is 27.33. The 4i=1 γi and β are 32.8 and 3.2 respectively.
Figure 5.8 shows how each imaging condition contributes to the overall quality
measure. The proposed measure ranks (ORB, BRISK) combination as the best candidate for our system. The rest of the leading combinations, (ORB, ORB), (SIFT,
SIFT), (ORB, SURF), (ORB, FREAK) appear fourth, ﬁfth, sixth, seventh and eighth
positions in the Figure 5.3 as well. The ﬁrst three combinations in the Figure 5.3,
(GFTT, SIFT), (HARRIS, SIFT) and (FAST, SIFT), have higher m values, thus are
demoted to be below leading candidates in Figure 5.8. Interestingly, (SURF, SURF)
combination received a lower quality measure value due to its relatively low precision
values across all imaging conditions evaluated (see Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7).

Figure 5.8.: Quality measure vs detector-descriptor combination.
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6 COLLABORATIVE MONOCULAR VISUAL SLAM
Our collaborative SLAM framework consists of a network of nodes. There are two
types of nodes, the exploring node and the monitoring node. A connection between
nodes is made when nodes are required to communicate with each other over the network. At the initial conﬁguration, nodes follow a tree topology as shown in Figure 6.1.
Exploring nodes are connected to a monitoring node in a star network. Monitoring
nodes are connected with each other in a bus network. However, as time progresses
these nodes dynamically create and close direct connections with each other, as long
as any given exploring node is always has a connection with a monitoring node. Figure 6.2 shows a possible conﬁguration of the network after some time.
Each node is deployed in its own physical machine. Each node is identiﬁed using
a global unique identiﬁer. The 32-bit globally unique identiﬁer is computed using
Algorithm 1. At any given time, the framework has at least one monitoring node and
an arbitrary number exploring nodes. A video of our system in action can be found
in [50].
Algorithm 1 Unique identiﬁer for a keyframe
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

procedure getUniqueID(keyf rame id, node id)
id ← ShiftLeft(node id, 20)
id ← id + keyf rame id
return id
. A globally unique identiﬁer
end procedure
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Figure 6.1.: Initial conﬁguration of the nodes: monitoring and exploring nodes are
shown in green and orange respectively.
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Figure 6.2.: A possible conﬁguration of the nodes. Exploring nodes could create links
between them.

6.1 Communication Channels
The proposed system contains the following communication channels. Multiple
nodes can publish messages to a channel. Once subscribed, multiple nodes can read
messages from a channel. Messages are used for the purpose of communicating data
and commands. We used ROS topics to implement these channels.
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• The command channel broadcasts commands. Every exploring node is subscribed to it. Upon receiving a message, exploring nodes investigate the node
identiﬁer of the message and discards if the message is not targeted to the node.
The messages that are transferred in commands channel are designed to be light
weight. The system uses following commands: merge, loop closure, monitoring,
monitor me, monitoring overlap, and transfer node.
• The acknowledgements channel is used to send acknowledgements. Monitoring nodes receive acknowledgements from exploring nodes for the commands
issued.
• The keyframes channel is used to transfer keyframe data between nodes. The
data is always written to the channel by exploring nodes. However, both monitoring and exploring nodes could be subscribed to in order to receive these
messages.
• The graph channel is used to transfer pose graph data between nodes. Apart
from that, it behaves exactly the same way as keyframes channel.
• The map channel transfers an entire map between two exploring nodes. The
map includes all the keyframes and the most recent pose graph of an exploring
node. The transfer takes place during the map merging process explained in
Section 6.5.
• In our proof of concept AR application we use the AR objects channel to
communicate AR object information between nodes.
Using the same approach discussed in Section 3.5, each exploring node has its own
unique channels for keyframes, graph, map and AR objects. For example, for exploring node exp1 its keyframes channel would be /exp1/keyf rames. Communication
channels are shown as arrows in Figure 6.3.
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commands

Exploring node

keyframes

graph

map

Monitoring node

acknowledgements

AR objects

Figure 6.3.: Communication channels. Arrows looping back represent communication
between same kinds of nodes.

6.2 Exploring Node
Each exploring node performs a semi-dense visual SLAM by using a camera as the
only sensor, as explained in Chapter 4. Our choice is based on the fact that denser
maps describe the environment in more detail, compared to the sparse, feature-based
maps. Hence denser maps enable better interaction with the environment, especially
in AR applications. This also means exploring nodes have to communicate more data
for denser methods compared to feature-based methods.
As shown in Figure 6.4, an exploring node contains two main functional modules.
The local SLAM module captures image frames from the camera, tracks camera position, generates and maintains a map. The map is represented by a set of keyframes
and a posegraph. The collaboration module uses communication channels to either
receive or transmit data. Furthermore, the module receives commands through these
channels. Apart from that, the module is mainly responsible for processing these
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incoming data and commands, updating the map as well as maintaining a list of AR
objects. Keyframes in the map could be either from its local SLAM module, or from
another exploring node.

Exploring Node
Local SLAM Module
Camera

Input Stream

Collaboration
Module

Tracking

Keyframes

Mapping
Optimizer

Communication
Channels

AR
Objects

Map

Pose Graph

Figure 6.4.: Main components of the exploring node.

The local SLAM module has four sub-modules utilizing four separate threads.
Thus each exploring node uses ﬁve processing threads. The input stream module
accepts all incoming messages including image frames, keyframes, pose graph, map,
and commands. All image frames are transferred to the tracking module. Keyframes,
pose graph and map are transferred to the optimization module so that they can be
merged into the map before an optimization iteration. Commands are processed in
the input stream module itself.
The tracking sub-module estimates the ξ ji transformation with respect to the
current keyframe. At the same time new information is added and existing information is improved in the keyframe. Once it is determined that the current keyframe
can no longer track, the current frame becomes a keyframe and the old keyframe is
submitted to the mapping sub-module and consequently added to the map. The mapping module is mainly responsible of maintaining the map. optimization sub-module
continuously optimizes the pose graph in the background.
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When a new keyframe Ki is created, ORB features Fi are detected. For each
feature in Fi the corresponding 3D location xp and the BRISK descriptor dp are
computed. The keyframe identiﬁer i based on the exploring node identiﬁer is created.
Image information Ii , per pixel inverse depth information Di , depth variance Vi ,
features information (xp , dp )i , and the pose of the keyframe ξ W i are sent out as a
keyframe message through the collaboration module. Furthermore, after each pose
graph optimization, the pose graph is sent out through the collaboration module.

6.3 Monitoring Node
The monitoring node’s responsibilities include map overlap detection between exploring nodes and loop closure detection for each exploring node. As shown in Figure 6.5, it contains two main modules namely map overlap detection and collaboration. The collaboration module receives keyframes and pose graphs. These keyframes
are submitted to the map overlap detection module which processes these keyframes
against multiple keyframe databases in parallel. The fusion graph is used to prioritize
map merging of exploring nodes.
In our proposed collaborative framework, relative poses of exploring nodes are unknown at the beginning. The map overlap module is mainly responsible for detecting
map overlaps and computing relative pose between exploring nodes. Furthermore,
it detects loop closures of each exploring node. The module uses the techniques we
discussed in Chapter 5.
Monitoring node maintains a set of N number of keyframe databases, DBi . Here
N equals to the number of exploring nodes monitored by the monitoring node. All incoming keyframes Ki , are matched against all these keyframe databases. The matching takes place in parallel in M number of threads. The number M (< N ) is conﬁgured based on available system resources. The monitoring node uses a graph, which
will be referred to as the fusion graph, to prioritize and issue commands to merge
overlapping maps.
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Monitoring Node
Map Overlap
Detection Module

Collaboration
Module

Communication
Channels

Keyframe Database for e1
Keyframe Database for e2
Keyframe Database for en

Fusion Graph

Figure 6.5.: Main components of the monitoring node.

In advanced conﬁgurations of our proposed distributed framework, there could be
multiple monitoring nodes. Ideally, each monitoring node connects to overlapping
exploring nodes. In practice, monitoring nodes may move exploring nodes among
themselves dynamically to minimize the number of overlapping exploring node clusters. A monitoring node issues transfer node message to the commands channel.
The message contains information about the destination monitoring node as well as
releasing exploring node. Upon receiving this message, monitoring node waits for
the monitor me message from the exploring node, to respond monitoring message.
The exploring node only acknowledge the designated monitoring node, to ﬁnish the
transferring successfully. Map overlap detection between two exploring nodes belonging to diﬀerent monitoring nodes is accomplished by sharing features between
monitoring nodes. In our experiments we limit ourselves to a single monitoring node
conﬁguration.

6.3.1 Keyframe Database
Each keyframe database consists of keyframes of one exploring node. Features Fi
of each incoming keyframe Ki is matched against the entries in the database using
FLANN [51] feature matching method. If there are more than 10 number of matches
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Figure 6.6.: The fusion graph showing exploring nodes (ei ) and the number of matching features (cij ) as the weight of each edge. In this example, cjk is higher than other
edges (indicated by the thicker edge), so ej and ek is merged ﬁrst.

with another keyframe Kj , it is concluded that there is an overlap between keyframes
Ki and Kj . If these keyframes belong to same exploring node, a loop closure, is found.
Otherwise, the result is submitted to the Fusion Graph.

6.3.2 Fusion Graph
All available exploring nodes are represented as vertices in the fusion graph as
shown in Figure 6.6. Assume there is an overlap between keyframes Kr and Ks and

K
K
th
Kr ∈ eK
exploring node. Then, the
i and Ks ∈ ej , where ei represent keyframes in i

fusion graph contains an edge between ei and ej . The number of features matched
between ei and ej are represented using cij as shown in Figure 6.6. Note that the edge
between ei and ej could represent matching features between many keyframe pairs.

6.4 Keyframes and Pose Graph Processing in a Monitoring Node
Consider the scenario where exploring nodes e1 , e2 and e3 are assigned to monitoring node m1 . This means m1 is subscribed to following six channels.
• keyframes channels of e1 , e2 and e3 . i.e. /e1/keyf rames, /e2/keyf rames and
/e3/keyf rames
• graph channels of e1 , e2 and e3 . i.e. /e1/graph, /e2/graph and /e3/graph
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Furthermore, the monitoring node contains three keyframe databases DBe1 , DBe2
and DBe3 corresponding to each exploring node. Moreover, the fusion graph contains
three nodes.
Say the exploring node e1 sends a new keyframe Kie1 . First the collaboration
module of monitoring node capture the node identiﬁer: 1, from the ﬁrst twelve bits
of the keyframe identiﬁer. Next, the map overlap detection module receives this
keyframe and creates three tuples containing references to the keyframe databases:
hKie1 , ref DBe1 i, hKie1 , ref DBe2 i, and hKie1 , ref DBe3 i. These tuples are added to a
keyframe processing buﬀer.
Next as shown in the Figure 6.7 worker threads process each tuple in parallel.
e

e

For the tuple hKie1 , ref DBe2 i, the resultant histograms hKi p , Kj q , Fij i are placed in
fusion graph input histogram buﬀer. Here Fij represents matching features between
keyframes Ki and Kj . In the mean time the received pose graphs are also placed in
fusion graph input pose graph buﬀer. This buﬀer loosely behaves like a stack where
fusion graph only process the latest pose graph while discarding the rest of the old
pose graphs of a given exploring node. The pose data from the pose graph is used to
update poses of the keyframes in the database.
The fusion graph runs its own thread, getting data from these two buﬀers to
update the graph. These histograms contributes to edges and of the graph. For
example, the edge value c12 would increase by a number of N , when there are N
matching features between keyframes Kie1 and Kje2 .
Assume that the fusion graph edge having the largest cij satisﬁes,
max(cij ) > m

(6.1)

where m is an empirical threshold. Then the monitoring node concludes that a map
overlap exists between exploring nodes ei and ej . Empirically, 120 shared features
are found to be a good value for m. Next, we compute the rigid body transformation
between ei and ej , ξji , is computed using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
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Figure 6.7.: Processing keyframes and pose graph. Buﬀers between threads are shown
in green.

based on the least squares method [36]. xp of all relevant features between ei and
ej are used for the computation. The RANSAC algorithm [9] is used to make the
computation robust to outliers. Figure 6.8 shows a set of matched features between
two keyframes, Ki and Kj .
Once it is concluded there is a map overlap between two exploring nodes ei and
ej , a merge command issued by the collaboration module to both exploring nodes.
The merge command contains, node identiﬁers i & j, relative pose of nodes ξ ji and
hKp , Kq i map overlap keyframe correspondences used to compute the relative pose
between ei and ej .
Similarly, a loop closure command is issued to an exploring node es , when both
overlapping keyframes Ki and Kj belong to es and there are more than m or more
matching keypoints. The command contains the relative pose ξ ji between keyframes,
which is also computed using the same least squares method [36].
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Figure 6.8.: We show the matched features between keyframes Ki and Kj superimposed on the images Ii and Ij (top). We also show the pseudo-color encoded Di and
Dj (middle) and pseudo-color encoded Vi and Vj (bottom).

6.5 Map Merging Process
Upon receiving a merge command, as shown in Figure 6.9 exploring nodes ei
and ej subscribe to each other’s map channel. Next they send out their map. Each
keyframe Kq in the map from node ei contains the pose ξ Wi q . The transformation
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ξ ji from the merge command is used to compute the pose with respect to ej ’s world
coordinate system using equation 6.2.
ξ Wj p = ξ ji ξ Wi q

(6.2)

Constraints and information matrices found in the received map are added as they
are since they are relative measures of keyframe poses. Overlap keyframe correspondences hKp , Kq i from merge command are used to add constraints between linking
keyframes of received and existing maps. Information matrix of those constraints are
assumed to be equal to identity.
Similarly, the map from ej is merged to ei using the equation 6.3.
ξ Wi p = ξ −1
ji ξ Wj q

(6.3)

Once the map merging is ﬁnalized each exploring node unsubscribe from the map
channel of its counterpart. Figure 6.10 shows how ei and ej were generating their
own maps before merging. Bottom map of Figure 6.11 shows a resulting merged
map of two exploring nodes. Once map merging is complete, an acknowledgment
is sent to the monitoring node. Next, each exploring node listens to the keyframes
and pose graph channels of its counterpart for new keyframes and the pose graph, to
incrementally update its map. Figure 6.9 shows the merging process.

6.6 Handling Loop Closures
In most instances, completing smaller loop closures increases the robustness of
tracking. Completing large loop closures, however, has more impact in generating an
accurate map. Direct semi-dense SLAM operations alone do not support large loop
closures.
Upon receiving a loop closure command with ξ ji , the exploring node checks
whether Ki and Kj are consecutive keyframes in the pose graph. If that is the case,
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e1

e2

Subscribe to channel
/e2/map

Subscribe to channel
/e1/map

Send/Receive map

Send/Receive map

Transform keyframes
of e2 to e1’s
coordinate system
and add to e1’s map

Transform keyframes
of e1 to e2’s
coordinate system
and add to e2’s map

Add new constraints
and constraints from
the pose graph of e2
to e1’s map

Add new constraints
and constraints from
the pose graph of e1
to e2’s map

Unsubscribe /e2/map
Subscribe to channels
/e2/keyframes &
/e2/graph

Unsubscribe /e1/map
Subscribe to channels
/e1/keyframes &
/e1/graph

Send merge
completed message
to Monitoring node

Send merge
completed message
to Monitoring node

Incremental map
update

Incremental map
update

Figure 6.9.: The map merging process between ei and ej after receiving a map merge
command.
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Figure 6.10.: Map generation process of two exploring nodes. Each exploring node
has its own coordinate system. Relative transformations between coordinate systems
are initially not known.
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Figure 6.11.: Resultant maps of two out of three exploration nodes of map merging
process. Top ﬁgure consists of three local maps, bottom map consists of two local
maps. Constraints of the pose graph are not shown here to avoid too much clutter in
the ﬁgure.

we discard the loop closure command since Kj was constructed using Ki and already
has a better estimate for the edge εji . Otherwise, it inserts the new edge and identity
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information matrix to complete loop closure process by performing another iteration
of pose graph optimization.

6.7 Multiple Monitoring Nodes
Monitoring nodes communicate with each other on the command channel. Monitoring node broadcast a monitoring message periodically. The message contains all
the exploring node identiﬁers belong to the monitoring node. Hence, monitoring
nodes keep track of all the exploring nodes in the system. Since a monitoring node
can see merge commands issued by another, they keep track of the overlaps between
these exploring nodes as well.
Monitoring nodes also send out a monitoring overlap message periodically. The
message contains n descriptors of a keyframe. To limit the bandwidth usage between
monitoring nodes, we make sure to choose only the best keypoints of the keyframe.
We do this by selecting the keypoints that are visible in an at least m number of
neighboring keyframes. Furthermore, keypoints go through the saliency check as
explained in Chapter 5. To minimize the number of monitoring overlap messages sent
out from a monitoring node, only one out of p keyframes are selected sequentially.
These messages are processed in monitoring nodes to identify potential map overlaps between keyframes of exploring nodes belong to two diﬀerent monitoring nodes.
When a potential candidate is found, full keyframes are communicated to conﬁrm the
map overlap detection between the outside keyframe and keyframe databases in the
monitoring node.
Based on map overlaps, exploring nodes are transferred from one monitoring node
to the other. The direction of transfer is determined by considering the least number
of exploring nodes needs to be transferred. The transfer node is used to transfer the
map. To transfer exploring nodes, monitoring node issue a transfer node message.
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6.8 Handling Limitations and Failures

6.8.1 Missing Keyframes for Graph Optimization
In the incremental map update phase of an exploring node, it receives keyframes
and pose graphs from other exploring nodes. While integrating a new pose graph
an exploring node may encounter missing keyframes. We found out that happens in
two instances. In the ﬁrst case, a new pose graph could be received before getting
the most recent keyframe, for which we do not take any action. In other cases, due
to communication errors the key frame may never arrive at all. When this happens,
exploring node sends a keyframe request command and relevant exploring node sends
the keyframe again.

6.8.2 Map Merging Failure
After the map merging process each exploring node sends out an acknowledgment
message. If a monitoring node does not receive the acknowledgment within a speciﬁed
time, it could be due to one of the followings.
• Exploring node is still busy with processing the previous merge command.
• Exploring node did not receive the command. The exploring node that received
the command, waits for the map from the other, but never receives it. After the
merge process times out, exploring node continue processing other commands.
• Maps were exchanged but the exploring node generated an error while inserting
the map into its map. We have experienced this rarely and most probably due
to receiving a corrupted map. Upon detecting the error, the merging process in
the exploring node is rolled back.
If the monitoring node times out after waiting for an acknowledgment, it checks
the received pose graph to see whether the map is merged. If the pose graph contains
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keyframes belong to both exploring nodes, it is concluded that the merging process
is successful and no further action is taken. Otherwise a new merge command is
sent to both exploring nodes. The merge commands contains a unique sequence
number, and exploring nodes discard duplicate commands in the queue based on that.
Furthermore, each exploring node keeps a list of merged exploring nodes. No action
is taken by the exploring node for a repeated merge commands with an exploring
node that is already merged.
The monitoring node only issues map merging commands that can run in parallel.
For instance, if it is found ei could be merged with ej or ek , only merge commands
are issued targeting a one possible pair of nodes. So it is made sure, a given exploring
node is ready for merging before sending the command.

6.8.3 Monitoring Node Failure
Monitoring node periodically broadcasts its presence with a heartbeat message
in the command channel. The heartbeat message contains all the exploring node
identiﬁers it monitors. If an exploring node detects that its monitoring node is missing
after a timeout, it sends out a monitor me message to the commands channel. Then
another monitoring node will take over the exploring node and inform that to the
exploring node using monitoring message. If it receives an acknowledgment from
the exploring node, the monitoring node assignment process is ﬁnalized. Waiting for
an acknowledgment eliminates the potential issue of competing monitoring nodes for
the same exploring node. By looking at the pose graph of an exploring node, the
monitoring node could recover the fusion graph since keyframe identiﬁers in the pose
graph encode node identiﬁers. Next, all keyframes are requested from the exploring
node. This is done at a slow rate, not to congest the network. The keyframe database
is created without performing keyframe matching.
When a new monitoring node comes online, it broadcasts its presence to other
monitoring nodes. If an existing monitoring node already has a relatively large but
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disconnected fusion graph, it informs the exploring nodes belong to one half of the
fusion graph to the new monitoring node. The new monitoring node requests new
keyframes and construct its keyframe database. At the same time old monitoring
node cleans its keyframe databases.

6.8.4 Exploring Node Joining Late
The new node starts broadcasting monitor me message to the commands channel.
Similar to what happened during monitoring node failure a monitoring node starts
to monitor the exploring node.

6.8.5 Exploring Node Failure
In a scenario where exploring node encounters a tracking failure, it resets its
SLAM process starting from the last keyframe identiﬁer. This helps to maintain the
uniqueness of keyframe identiﬁers across the entire system. Upon receiving a smaller
pose graph the monitoring node detects the change and starts looking for matching
keyframes using the same approach to ﬁnd the loop closure. If a match is found, a
relocalization command is sent to the exploring node. If relocalization never happens,
the exploring node keeps on capturing data of its new set of keyframes and pose graph.
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7 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

7.1 Publicly Available Datasets
We needed monocular visual SLAM datasets to evaluate our framework. Most importantly a dataset should satisfy following requirements.
• It should contain image sequences from multiple camera trajectories that cover
a single common scene.
• It should not contain pure camera rotations.
We considered publicly available datasets. Most of these datasets contained stereo
image sequences. In stereo datasets, we considered using either left or right image
sequences for our work. After experimentation, we found they do not satisfy our
requirements. In the EuRoC dataset [52] sequences contain fast movements with pure
rotations, which did not work well with our monocular SLAM approach used in our
framework. The Kitti [53] dataset mostly contains movement along the optical axis,
which did not work well with our direct approach for visual SLAM. The TUM-Mono
[54] dataset is primarily meant for single agent SLAM. Their overlapping sequences
which we evaluated always started and ended at the same scene.
Also, in our framework, we want our agents to calculate their relative starting
positions automatically. Thus, we need ground truth information to evaluate the
accuracy of our system. However, in the publicly available datasets, the relative
transformations between those starting positions of the scene are unknown to be used
as ground truth.
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With all these shortcomings (for our purposes) of the public data sets, we created
a series of our own DIST-Mono datasets to evaluate our framework. We also made
them publicly available, so that other researchers could use them in their work 1 .

7.2 The DIST-Mono Desktop Dataset

7.2.1 Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup is designed to deﬁne the ground truth of a camera motion
precisely. As shown in Figure 7.1 we mounted a Point Grey Fireﬂy MV global shutter
camera onto a Computer Numeric Controller (CNC) machine. We also prepared a
1m × 1.5m scene containing wooden objects. We then moved the camera along a
path for about four minutes each time, while capturing camera location ground truth
periodically.

Figure 7.1.: Experimental setup showing a camera mounted on a CNC machine allowing us to capture ground truth information.Camera mounted on a CNC machine.
1

http://slam.cs.iupui.edu
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Our in-house built, 3-axis CNC machine is controlled using an open source controller called TinyG. The controller converts the provided trajectory from the gcode
ﬁle format into linear synchronized movements along x, y and z axes. The maximum
travel volume of the machine is 1m × 1m × 0.3m (x × y × z). The scene contained
wooden objects, and was uniformly lit by two four feet long LED tube lights.
To collect datasets, we moved the camera at a speed of 25mm/s, along a path for
about four minutes each time, while capturing the ground truth information of its
location periodically. We captured 640 × 480 resolution camera frames at 15Hz and
ground truth at 40Hz. The CNC machine has 0.2mm accuracy in all three axes. We
developed an ROS node to capture the ground truth from the TinyG CNC controller.
We made this software an open source project 2 .
During experimentation we played back the datasets at twice the speed, it was
recorded(2x), eﬀectively making the camera movement to be 50mm/s, camera frame
rate to be 30FPS and ground truth to be 80Hz.

7.2.2 The Desktop Dataset
The dataset consists of ﬁve sub-datasets. We deﬁned three camera motion paths:
Path A, Path B, and Path C. All of these paths are on a plane slanted above the
scene as shown in Figure 7.2. There is a 5% overlap between paths A and B. There
is 25% overlap between paths B and C as well as paths A and C. Each path starts
at a diﬀerent point, and relative transformations between these starting points are
known. We generated two datasets using Path A by rotating the camera around its
z axis.
In S01-A-0, the camera optical axis and scene Y axis is on a vertical plane. In S01A-P20, we rotated the camera clockwise around its y axis by 20◦ . This is illustrated
in Figure 7.3. Similarly, we created datasets S01-B-0 and S01-B-N20, this time the
2

http://github.com/japzi/rostinyg
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Figure 7.2.: Camera motion paths are in a plane slanted above the scene.

rotation was counter-clockwise around its y axis. The sub-dataset S01-C-0 follows the
path C with no rotation to the camera. Table 7.1 summarizes dataset parameters.
S01-A-P20
S01-A-0

Figure 7.3.: 20◦ initial clockwise camera rotation for sub-datasets.

Table 7.1.: Parameters of DIST-Mono dataset
Dataset
S01-A-0
S01-A-P20
S01-B-0
S01-B-N20
S01-C-0

Path
Path A
Path A
Path B
Path B
Path C

Initial camera rotation
0
20 CW
0
20 CCW
0

Total travel(mm)
3706
3706
3706
3706
3080
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Figure 7.4 shows the generated map after collaborative monocular visual SLAM
process. Two agents contributed for the map using datasets S01-A-0 and S01-B-0.

Figure 7.4.: Rendered desktop results.

7.2.3 System Evaluation
To evaluate our framework, we deployed two exploring nodes on two separate
physical computers. We deployed the monitoring node on a third computer. All
these computers run on Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. They are connected via a
wired router.
For part A and B of experiment 1, we used two sub-datasets for exploring nodes.
After starting the monitoring node, two exploring nodes are started relatively at the
same time. Once the map merging takes place or datasets are completed, whichever
comes ﬁrst, we record the result and start the sequence again. Given the nondeterministic nature of the framework, the process is repeated 100 times to get the
results. Finally, the resultant transformation between merged two maps was compared against the ground truth.
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7.2.3.1 Experiment 1 (Part A)
The resulting relative transformation between dataset S01-A-0 and dataset S01-B-0
was recorded as shown in Table 7.2 (in the table, µ is the average transformation
over all trials, and σ is the standard deviation). The framework merged maps with
the average error in translation, and average error in the rotation was 1.9cm and 3.8◦
respectively. Furthermore, it merged maps successfully in 100 out of 100 attempts.
Table 7.2.: Relative transformation with only translation
ξji

Ground truth

qx
qy
qz
qw
tx (mm)
ty (mm)
tz (mm)

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
-760.0
-60.0
60.0

Results (100 attempts)
µ
σ
0.003
0.01
0.005
0.01
0.002
0.03
0.000
1.00
4.9
-752.4
11.2
-47.9
8.8
46.6

Average
error
3.79◦

19.5

7.2.3.2 Experiment 1 (Part B)
The resulting relative transformation between dataset S01-A-P20 and dataset S01B-0 was recorded as shown in Table 7.3 (in the table, µ is the average transformation
over 96 trials, and σ is the standard deviation). The average error in translation
and average error in the rotation were 2.7cm and 5.3◦ , respectively. Furthermore, it
merged maps successfully in 96 out of the 100 attempts. The framework failed to
detect map overlaps in the remaining four attempts.

7.2.3.3 Experiment 2
As an experiment, we deployed two exploring nodes and one monitoring node in three
diﬀerent machines. One exploring node processed the dataset S01-A-0 and the other
the dataset S01-B-0. After map merging, each exploring node exported its keyframe
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Table 7.3.: Relative transformation with rotation (q) and translation (t)
ξji

Ground truth

qx
qy
qz
qw
tx (mm)
ty (mm)
tz (mm)

0.00
0.38
0.05
0.93
-680.0
-70.0
350.0

Results (96 attempts)
µ
σ
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.41
0.01
0.08
0.01
0.91
6.1
-706.5
17.0
-74.6
15.0
355.8

Average
error
5.33◦

27.4

poses in TUM dataset [55] pose format. Most importantly, each exploring node
has keyframe poses originated from both exploring nodes. We then computed the
Absolute Translation RMSE [55], mean, median and standard deviation against the
ground truth. To support the non-deterministic nature of the distributed framework,
we ran the experiment ﬁve times, and the median result is recorded. Similarly, we
performed three more experiments with other combinations of datasets as shown in
Table 7.4. The poses column shows the number of poses available for comparison
against the ground truth. Given monocular visual SLAM systems do not capture the
scale, we manually calculated that in all experiments to minimize the RMSE.
Table 7.4.: RMSE, median, mean and standard deviation against the ground truth
of the absolute translation. Number of pose pairs compared are also shown.
Experiment
S01-A-0, S01-B-0
S01-A-0, S01-B-N20
S01-A-0, S01-C-0
S01-B-0, S01-C-0

Node
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

RMSE
(m)
0.0105
0.0106
0.0143
0.0136
0.0046
0.0089
0.0032
0.0046

Mean
(m)
0.0096
0.0099
0.0131
0.0121
0.0040
0.0079
0.0028
0.0041

Median STDEV
(m)
(m)
0.0087
0.0042
0.0095
0.0038
0.0120
0.0058
0.0106
0.0064
0.0034
0.0022
0.0067
0.0042
0.0024
0.0016
0.0041
0.0021

Poses
74
74
74
74
60
51
63
52
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Figure 7.5 shows how estimated keyframe positions are compared against ground
truth in experiment 2 using datasets S01-A-0 and S01-B-0. After map merging each
exploring node has a map with keyframes generated on its own and originated from
the other exploring node. In the Figure, ground truth keyframe positions from ﬁrst
and second exploring nodes are shown in blue and green circles respectively. The
red circles in the ﬁgure display the estimated positions of corresponding keyframe
positions. Red lines show the diﬀerence between the estimated and the ground truth
positions of the keyframe. Similarly, Figure 7.6 shows keyframe positions for S01-B-0
and S01-C-0 datasets. It also shows the relatively smaller coverage of the S01-C-0
dataset.

7.3 The DIST-Mono Room Datasets
We wanted to also develop relatively larger scale datasets (i.e., wider area datasets
such as room scale) to evaluate our system. Obtaining ground truth information for
such larger datasets was a challenge. For that purpose, we developed a mobile data
collection system. In contrast to our desktop datasets, in room-scale datasets, our
approach is to create each image sequence to have position ground truth only at the
beginning and at the end. Hence, we can compare the estimated trajectory against the
ground truth at the beginning and towards the end. Each data sequence is collected
in such a way that they have at least one overlapping region with another sequence.

7.3.1 Experimental Setup
The mobile data collection system consists of a mobile rack, a CNC machine, a
laptop, a cross laser module and a camera as shown in Figure 7.7. It also utilizes a
laser distance measuring device and two ground markers.
The camera and cross laser modules are assembled in a way that the cross is
emitted in a line that goes through the camera’s optical center as shown in Figure 7.8.
The assembly is designed and 3D printed by the authors in such a way that the tilt
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(a) First exploring node.

(b) Second exploring node.

Figure 7.5.: Keyframe position estimation against ground truth for experiment with
datasets S01-A-0 and S01-B-0.
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(a) First exploring node.

(b) Second exploring node.

Figure 7.6.: Keyframe position estimation against ground truth for experiment with
datasets S01-B-0 and S01-C-0
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camera

computer

laser
module
controller

CNC
machine

portable
power unit
laser
cross
ground marker

Figure 7.7.: Data collection system.

of the camera could be changed while keeping the cross along the optical center. The
laser cross is tuned to be vertical to the ground. This setup allows the system to
be rotated around the optical center without calculating translation. Furthermore,
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the assembly is connected to the machine using a quick release mechanism so that it
could be released or mounted while collecting data.

camera

laser axis

cross
laser
module

Figure 7.8.: Camera and cross laser module. The laser axis goes through the camera
optical center.

We define a world coordinate (0, 0, −h) point by placing the first ground marker
on the floor. The parameter h is the offset between the camera optical center and
center of the ground marker. Given that h does not change while we move the data
collection system, we don’t have to calculate it. Next, we place the second ground
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marker in the vicinity of the ﬁrst ground marker. Then we use the laser distance
measuring unit to determine the location of the second ground marker. By careful
placement, we can make sure the second ground marker is at (0, d, −h), where d is
the distance between centers of the two ground markers. After this step, the cross
patterns of the markers are aligned.
Next, we move the data collection system closer to the marker while aligning the
cross pattern on the ﬁrst marker with the laser cross. Now the camera is at the world
coordinate (0, 0, 0). The process is illustrated in Figure 7.9.

h

d

Figure 7.9.: Two ground markers are positioned in parallel and distance between
them are measured. Mobile data collection system is positioned and aligned with the
markers to capture datasets.

Using the CNC machine, we move the camera along a predeﬁned 3D path as
shown in Figure 7.10. We also developed a system to record the camera position
10Hz during its travel. The position information is polled from the GRBL controller
of the machine. Furthermore, it records camera frames at 30FPS. Once the CNC
machine completes the camera motion, we remove the camera from the machine and
move it by hand. During this camera movement by hand, the rest of the system is
moved and aligned with the second marker independently of the camera. Finally,
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we mount the camera assembly back into the machine to move along the predeﬁned
path once again. The position ground truth data is post-processed to have the axis
aligned oﬀset d to reﬂect machine movement during the camera motion by hand. This
completes the creation of one dataset.

Figure 7.10.: Predeﬁned 3D path of the camera movement using the CNC machine.
Image on the right, shows the top view of the path, which can also be seen in the
ﬁgures that evaluate RMSE in upcoming sections.

Next, we identify positions of third and fourth markers as starting and ending
positions of the next dataset. At these marker positions, we follow the same procedure
to collect image sequence and position data. The second dataset is post-processed to
add the transformation to the ground truth as well. In that way, the second dataset
shares the same coordinate system of the ﬁrst dataset. Similarly, we can generate
multiple datasets for a given environment.

7.3.2 The Structure of Datasets
Each of our public3 datasets consists of camera.yaml, timestamps.txt, groundtruth.txt
ﬁles and an images folder. The camera calibration parameters are available in camera.yaml. These parameters are intended to use with OpenCV [56] camera calibration
3

http://slam.cs.iupui.edu
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method. The timestamps.txt ﬁle contains timestamps of all the image frames available in the dataset. So for each timestamp entry in the ﬁle has a corresponding
image ﬁle in images folder. The pose entries in groundtruth.txt has following format:
htimestamp, tx, ty, tz, qx, qy, qz, qwi. Parameters, tx, ty and tz corresponds to
the translation. Parameters qx, qy, qz and qw corresponds to the quaternion. This
is the same format used in TUM [55] datasets.

7.3.3 The S02 (SL239A Room) Dataset
In S02 dataset, we created two sub-datasets of motion sequences. They are named
S02-A and S02-B. Altogether, these sequences cover a scene having a volume of 4.4m×
2.7m × 1.4m. The scene is shown in Figure 7.11 using four camera frames from the
dataset. In each sub-dataset of S02, a single position is used as both starting and
ending positions. The marker for S02-A was placed at (0, 0, −h) and for S02-B was
placed at (d, 0, −h) where d is measured to be 2.167m. Similar to earlier datasets,
the dataset is designed to run at twice the speed of its recorded speed, so the image
frame rate becomes 60FPS and position data rate becomes 20Hz.

7.3.4 System Evaluation
As our fourth experiment, we deployed two exploring nodes and one monitoring
node in three diﬀerent machines. One exploring node processed the dataset S02-A and
the other the dataset S02-B. Once maps are merged, similar to earlier experiments
we computed RMSE, mean, median and standard deviation of absolute translation
against the ground truth. The results are shown in Table 7.5.
Figure 7.12 shows the estimated poses of each exploring node and the diﬀerence
between the estimated pose and the ground truth. The Figure 7.13 shows the resultant
map and its keyframe poses of the ﬁrst exploring node after map merging.
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Figure 7.11.: Camera frames from S02 dataset showing the S02 scene.

Table 7.5.: Evaluating the system using S02 dataset
Exploring node
RMSE (m)
Mean (m)
STDEV (m)
Median (m)
Poses

S02-A
0.01622
0.01315
0.00950
0.00867
12

S02-B
0.01624
0.01316
0.00952
0.00871
12

7.3.5 The S03 (SL253 Room) Dataset
Two sub-datasets, S03-A and S03-B, are created for the dataset S03. S03 covers
approximately a volume of 5.0m × 4.2m × 2.5m as shown in Figure 7.14. Each
sub-dataset has diﬀerent starting and ending positions. Their marker positions and
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(a) First exploring node.

(b) Second exploring node.

Figure 7.12.: Keyframe pose estimation against ground truth for experiment with
datasets S02-A and S02-B.
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Figure 7.13.: The map of an exploring node after map merging. Exploring nodes used
S02 dataset.

measurements are shown in Figure 7.15 below. The dataset is designed to run at
twice the speed of its recorded speed, so the image frame rate becomes 60FPS and
position data rate becomes 20Hz.

7.3.6 System Evaluation
In our ﬁfth experiment, we used S03-A and S03-B sub-datasets for exploring nodes
in a three node system similar to the fourth experiment. Table 7.6 shows computed
RMSE, mean, median and standard deviation of absolute translation against the
ground truth.
Similar to our earlier experiment, Figure 7.16 shows the estimated poses of each
exploring node and the diﬀerence between the estimated pose and the ground truth.
The Figure 7.17 shows the resultant map and its keyframe poses of the ﬁrst exploring
node after map merging.
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Figure 7.14.: The scene of the S03 dataset.

S03-A
Star1ng
Posi1on

0.000m

S03-B S03-A
Ending Ending
Posi1on Posi1on

1.341m 1.641m

S03-B
Star1ng
Posi1on

2.556m

Figure 7.15.: Measurements for S03-A and S03-B sub-datasets.

7.4 AR Application: Adding and Viewing Virtual Objects
We developed an AR application to test our framework. We added an AR window
to each exploring node. The AR window, allows users to add a virtual object (simple
cube in our example) into its map. This allows us to demonstrate the collaborative
AR potential of our SLAM system, in which (i) each agent can view the augmented
scene from its viewpoint, and (ii) if it is in an unexplored part of the scene, generate
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Table 7.6.: Evaluating the system using S03 dataset
Exploring node
RMSE (m)
Mean (m)
STDEV (m)
Median (m)
Poses

S03-A
0.05390
0.03871
0.03751
0.02151
13

S03-B
0.05474
0.03911
0.03830
0.02097
13

its local map and contribute it to the global map. The AR application in action can
be found in [50].
We also added a relevant channel to share the virtual object information between
exploring nodes. Given that the relative transformation between nodes is known for
connected exploring nodes, these cubes are placed correctly on the map. Figure 7.18
shows AR windows of two exploring nodes and two interactively added cubes.

7.5 Discussion
In the ﬁrst experiment, we can see that our collaborative monocular visual SLAM
system performed map merging 100 out of 100 attempts. Given we use features for
merging it should be because features are seen from the same angle. However, when
one of the cameras is rotated 20◦ , there were four instances where merging did not
take place. This could be attributed to missing feature correspondences when the
feature is seen from a diﬀerent angle. Furthermore, the accuracy of the relative map
transformation seems to be better in part A where there is no rotation. Authors
believe this is because features are not localized in part B as accurately as in part A
due to the diﬀerent viewing angles.
In our second experiment, we measured the accuracy of our pose estimation. In
contrast to S02 and S03, the S01 sub-datasets contain the ground truth of the entire
movement of the camera. This provided us the opportunity to measure the accuracy
for all the keyframe poses of the map. We get better RMSE values for the experiment
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(a) First exploring node.

(b) Second exploring node.

Figure 7.16.: Keyframe position estimation against ground truth for experiment with
datasets S03-A and S03-B.
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Figure 7.17.: Map merging result for the dataset S03.

Figure 7.18.: Same set of virtual objects is viewed from two diﬀerent exploring nodes.

with sub-datasets S01-A-0 and S01-B-0 compared to the experiment with S01-A-0 and
S01-B-N20. We believe it is due to the same viewing angle diﬀerence as mentioned
above. We also experienced much better RMSE values in the range of 3-9mm for the
experiments that involved in S01-C-0. We believe it is due to the increased overlap
between two datasets compared to other instances. The number of poses considered
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is diﬀerent in two exploring nodes, S01-C-0 dataset comparatively shorter than other
datasets. Hence the SLAM process ends earlier than its counterpart, and subsequent
keyframes are not received by the exploring node.
In our third and fourth experiments, we used our mobile data collection system
to cover a larger scene compared to S01. In these experiments, we used datasets S02
and S03 which contains a camera movement by hand, so they simulate real-world
motion. In the case of S02, each sub-dataset the starting and the ending positions
are the same. This helps the SLAM process to reduce its drift since it can correct
its pose graph when the camera returns to its starting place. This explains why we
have a better RMSE value of 0.016m in both exploring nodes. In the case of the
ﬁfth experiment with dataset S03, we use camera motions with diﬀerent starting and
ending positions. Furthermore, we travel more in each sub-dataset compared to S02
sub-datasets. And the map overlap region is towards the end of the travel of each
sub-datasets. Meaning that a drift of the map aﬀects the estimates more in the S03
dataset. This explains why we have a relatively larger RMSE of 0.054m. By close
inspection, we can see a considerable pose diﬀerence (see the red lines in Figure 7.16)
in the last pose estimation of each sub-datasets. However as seen in Figure 7.17 we
see a quite good fusion of two maps, hence a better resultant point cloud.
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis has described a method to generate the semi-dense map
using a collaborative monocular visual SLAM system especially when relative locations of agents are initially unknown. Our method used multiple exploring agents
to collaboratively build a semi-dense global map with the help of monitoring nodes.
Through our comprehensive testing, it is shown that the proposed system achieves the
position accuracy RMSE of keyframe poses less than 0.016m in most datasets, and
around 0.055m for a challenging dataset. Furthermore, it is shown that the average
error of estimating the transformation between two overlapping maps was less than
6◦ for rotation and 0.028m for translation.
In this thesis, we have demonstrated the ability to detect map overlaps and calculate the relative transformation between maps using image features. We analyzed
diﬀerent keypoint detector and descriptor combinations in a systematic way and proposed a quality measure to select a good detector-descriptor combination to be used
in collaborative visual SLAM. With the help of the quality measure, we selected ORB
keypoint detector and BRISK descriptor to achieve more than 96% success rate in
map merging.
Through this work, we also proposed an experimental framework that can be
used for the development of a collaborative monocular visual SLAM system. The
framework provides methods of deploying agents and the communication between
them.
In addition to the current semi-dense monocular SLAM method, many keyframebased SLAM methods using stereo or RGBD sensors could easily be adapted into
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exploring nodes, given those methods can produce the required data with minimal
eﬀort. However, other sensors such as LiDAR, do not provide the data of appearancebased features required in the monitoring node. Therefore, they require a major
change in the monitoring node to function properly.
Finally, we developed multiple methods to capture datasets for experimental evaluation of collaborative monocular visual SLAM. In our ﬁrst method, we mounted a
camera on a CNC machine to collect image frames while moving the camera along
a predeﬁned path. Concurrently, the position ground truth data was extracted from
the CNC controller. As the second method, we developed a mobile data collection
system, in which we mounted a CNC machine on a mobile rack. This system enables
us to capture image frames and position ground truth data at the beginning and end
of a motion sequence. The system also allows us to move the camera by hand in the
middle of the sequence to simulate more realistic motion. We created multiple sets
of collaborative monocular visual SLAM datasets and made them publicly available.

8.2 Future Work
The following is a list of possible future extensions of our work.
• Support stereo and RGBD sensors
The monocular visual SLAM method we used could be easily extended to support stereo cameras and RGBD sensors. In contrast to monocular cameras,
stereo cameras and RGBD sensors do not suﬀer from scale drift since they produce depth information. Furthermore, depth information could also help to
generate 3D landmarks even for rotations around a point.
• Supporting dynamic environments
Our proposed algorithm is designed for a static environment. Moving objects
would cause the system to register incorrect features leading to problematic
map merging. A robust outliers removal method could be incorporated to solve
it. Furthermore, supporting lighting changes could also be a challenge. For
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example, a system that operates in both daytime and nighttime could face the
problem of detecting a given feature in diﬀerent lighting conditions. This aﬀects
the loop closure in agent SLAM and overall agent overlap detection algorithms.
• Implementing feature based tracking recovery and pose graph optimization
The semi-dense monocular visual SLAM method we used in our system encounters tracking failures in some instances of sudden camera movements. We
believe the robustness of the system could be improved using features in tracking
recovery. Furthermore, the accuracy of the map would also increase if features
are considered for the pose graph optimization.
• Using other sensors like Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
IMU can be used to improve the monocular visual SLAM process, especially in
motion tracking. Since monocular SLAM process suﬀers from scale drift, IMU
could perform as a scale provider given it provides metric information.
• Adapt other state-of-the-art monocular visual SLAM techniques
Many promising monocular SLAM techniques are proposed in recent years. By
utilizing diﬀerent monocular SLAM techniques, we could evolve our system to
generate a global map from agents using diﬀerent SLAM techniques. Given
that some techniques work better in particular platforms, this would help us to
support heterogeneous agents in our system.
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